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Start at the system level

“Feedback that leads to growth and 
improvement is data-driven, is based on shared 
definitions and understandings between 
parties, acts as a foundation for conversation, 
and sets goals and improves practice by naming 
strengths and gaps in relation to a clear set of 
standards.” 

- Laura Lipton

Codirector of MiraVia & co-author of Learning-Focused Supervision
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Create alignment

•	System, school, and individual goals
•	Professional learning standards
•	 Instructional standards
•	Common language
•	 Induction and orientation 
•	Coaching and evaluation 
•	Formal and informal observations
•	Targeted feedback
•	Outcomes of conversations 
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Establish culturally shared beliefs that 
•	Observers are growth agents 
•	Everyone can move forward to improve 

practice
•	Feedback conversations establish a baseline 

and clarity about desired growth and desirable 
practice

Reduce anxiety
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Design productive 
conversations
Build conversations that 
•	Explore and improve practice
•	Are data-driven
•	Are inquiry-based
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Provide ongoing support

•	Modeling and norming activities
•	Co-observations
•	Calibrations
•	Data analysis
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Read the full article, published 
in The Learning System (Summer, 
2012). 

Download the article and 
accompanying tools

W
hen Jeffery Pestrak, 
chief academic 
officer for Mastery 
Charter Schools in 
Philadelphia, Pa., 
was assigned as a 
principal at a strug-

gling school in need of turnaround, he quickly 
discovered that providing observational feed-
back to teachers was more complicated than 
he first imagined. “I would give the teachers 
feedback about their practice, and they might 
value it or they might not. Sometimes they 
would flatly disagree with what were best prac-
tices or what was getting results with students. 
I realized at that time that I was observing 
and giving feedback without conveying what I 
would be valuing.”

This type of disconnect about how to define quality 
instruction is just one of many complex considerations for 
feedback that Pestrak has addressed over the years. Now, in 
his role as chief academic officer, Pestrak understands the 
importance of creating an effective feedback system and 
makes it an important part of Mastery’s three-day coach-
ing institute every summer. Mastery also conducts other 
observation learning throughout the year. These include 
calibration events, where observers make sure their feedback 
is consistent from one person to the next, and peer leader-

ship reviews that bring observers from different campuses 
together to conduct a simultaneous observation and share 
their feedback with each other.   

Start at the SyStem level 
For Laura Lipton, co-author with Bruce Wellman of 

Learning-Focused Supervision (in press) and co-director 
of MiraVia, a publishing and professional development 
company, effective feedback is learning-focused, complex, 
and an integral part of a learning system: “Feedback that 
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EVEry EDucaTor ENgagES iN EffEcTiVE profESSioNaL LEarNiNg EVEry Day So EVEry STuDENT achiEVES

your membership in learning Forward gives you access to a wide range 
of publications, tools, and opportunities to advance professional learning for 
student success. Visit www.learningforward.org to explore more of your 
membership benefits.

The arT of feedback
Support observers with a system that ensures

learning-focused conversations

Download the accompanying  
tool: 
Learning-focused conversations: A template 
for planning and reflecting

Available at www.learningforward.org. 
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Learn more with  

Learn more about professional learning at all 
levels of education with Learning Forward, 
an international membership association of 
learning educators:  

www.learningforward.org 

Membership in Learning Forward gives you 
access to a wide range of publications, tools, 
and opportunities to advance professional 
learning for student success.
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